MOBILIZING AN EARTH GOVERNANCE ALLIANCE (MEGA)

Building a coalition of civil society organizations to strengthen existing environmental governance mechanisms and institutions, and to establish additional ones.

An initiative of Citizens for Global Solutions (CGS), the Climate Governance Commission (CGC), and World Federalist Movement-Institute for Global Policy (WFM-IGP).

WHY MEGA?

Earth’s ecosystems are being destroyed by poorly governed economic development and international competition. Global environmental governance is essential to transcend narrow national interests and protect earth’s ecosystems for current and future generations.

While many organizations and networks seek to tackle piecemeal the devastating effects of environmental degradation, no single platform exists to enable comprehensive governance to address these crises holistically, or to facilitate effective and cooperative global protection of the environment.

ABOUT MEGA

MEGA is being established as a coalition of civil society organizations, working in cooperation with like-minded States, to strengthen existing environmental governance mechanisms and institutions and to establish additional ones.

MEGA will provide a wide-ranging platform of reports, proposals and campaigns for the environmental governance frameworks which humanity and our planet need. Some of these will be developed and managed by MEGA itself. Others are/will be developed and run separately by one or more of the co-sponsoring and/or participating organizations.

MEGA will provide a forum for environmental organizations, experts, like-minded governments, legislators, campaigners and other stakeholders to engage, share information and strategies/campaigns, build cooperation and support advocacy for better global environmental governance.

LAUNCH

MEGA will be publicly launched in January 2024, following the release in November 2023 of the Report of the Climate Governance Commission (CGC) and COP28 in December. The CGC Report will include a range of environmental governance proposals, many of which will be considered at COP28 and become part of the MEGA platform.

MORE INFORMATION

MEGA will have its own website and social media channels which are being developed in advance of the public launch in January 2024. In the meantime, you can find more information on some of the environmental governance projects/proposals which will be part of MEGA through:

1. WFM-IGP’s Environmental Governance Program
   More information may be found at: [www.wfm-igp.org/program/environmental-governance](http://www.wfm-igp.org/program/environmental-governance)

2. The Climate Governance Commission’s Webpage
   To learn more, check out: [www.globalgovernanceforum.org/climate-governance-commission](http://www.globalgovernanceforum.org/climate-governance-commission)

3. Citizens for Global Solutions environment advocacy page
   Visit the following webpage to learn more: [www.globalsolutions.org/what-we-do/advocacy/arresting-environmental-degradation](http://www.globalsolutions.org/what-we-do/advocacy/arresting-environmental-degradation)

JOINING MEGA

MEGA will be hosted and managed by CGS, CGC and WFM-IGP. Other organizations can join as cosponsoring organizations (by invitation) and be part of the MEGA steering committee, or as participating organizations.

To receive information, updates and invitations to events and actions related to MEGA, please contact Amy Oloo via the following details: oloo@wfm-igp.org

An initiative of Citizens for Global Solutions (CGS), the Climate Governance Commission (CGC), and World Federalist Movement-Institute for Global Policy (WFM-IGP).
Citizens for Global Solutions (CGS)

CGS is a non-governmental, non-profit, non-partisan membership-based organization based in the United States that for more than 75 years has brought together a diverse collective of individuals and organizations with a common goal of a unified world predicated upon peace, human rights, and the rule of law.

The Climate Governance Commission (CGC)

CGC brings together international climate and policy experts to develop analysis and proposals for filling the crucial gaps in confronting the global climate emergency. This includes the Solution-Action Gap (implementation of known solutions), the Policy Gap (diffusion of vital policies) and the Governance Gap (feasible, high impact global governance solutions). The objectives are to ensure urgent and effective climate action to limit global temperature rise to 1.5°C or less.

World Federalist Movement - Institute for Global Policy (WFM-IGP)

WFM-IGP is a global network of organizations and individuals cooperating to advance World Federalism. We invest legal and political authority in international institutions to deal with problems which can only be treated adequately at the global level, while affirming the sovereignty of the nation-state in matters which are essentially internal.

Find out more about us:

- CGS: globalsolutions.org
- CGC: globalgovernanceforum.org/climate-governance-commission/
- WFM-IGP: wfm-igp.org